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Hexagon revolutionises underground utility detection with new ground penetrating radar solution
Hexagon AB, a global leader in digital solutions, today introduced the Leica DSX, a portable ground penetrating
radar (GPR) solution for underground utility detection. Designed to simplify data capture and automate data
processing, the DSX allows users to easily detect, map, and visualise underground utilities safely and reliably with
highest positioning accuracy.
“We designed the Leica DSX for users with limited GPR knowledge who need to locate, avoid or map
underground utilities in a simple, fast and reliable way,” said Ola Rollén, Hexagon President and CEO. “With this
utility detection solution, Hexagon brings GPR technology to new user segments to enable safer operations in any
job requiring digging.”
A defining characteristic of the DSX is its intuitive software, DXplore, which translates correlated signals into userfriendly and intuitive results. Unlike other GPR solutions, users do not need to have expertise interpreting raw
radar data and hyperbolas. DXplore uses a smart algorithm to generate digital utility maps within minutes,
displaying detected results while users are still in the field. The map can also be exported to Leica DX Manager
Mapping, Leica ConX, or other post-processing software for further use in machines, or to overlay with additional
data.
The DSX is one of the many innovative solutions being showcased this week at HxGN LIVE 2019, Hexagon’s
annual digital technology conference.
For further information, please contact:
Daniel Johansson, Investor Relations, Hexagon AB, +46 8 601 26 27, ir@hexagon.com
Kristin Christensen, Chief Marketing Officer, Hexagon AB, +1 404 554 0972, media@hexagon.com
Hexagon is a global leader in sensor, software and autonomous technologies. We are putting data to work to
boost efficiency, productivity, and quality across industrial, manufacturing, infrastructure, safety, and mobility
applications.
Our technologies are shaping urban and production ecosystems to become increasingly connected and
autonomous – ensuring a scalable, sustainable future.
Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B) has approximately 20,000 employees in 50 countries and net sales of
approximately 3.8bn EUR. Learn more at hexagon.com and follow us @HexagonAB.
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